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Morphology and properties of the graphene layer on the copper substrate
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The aim of the work presented in the article was to clarify controversial comments about anti-corrosion and me-
chanical properties of graphene coatings, deposited on copper substrates. It was designed special experimental cycle 
comprising: preparation of graphene forms and copper, the observation of layers Cu / GO (rGO) after the thermal 
reduction processes and oxidative test in air at 150°C temperature and 350 h in time. The resulting coatings and 
graphene layers were subjected to tribological test for hardness. The observed differences in the continuity of the 
coverage copper surface by  graphene  forms, allowed to understand the macroscopic effect of increased hardness 
and wear resistance layers rGO/Cu.
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INTRODUCTION

    The results of numerical simulation of noble gases 
diffusion, oxygen, nitrogen1–2 by a single layer of gra-
phene, obtained by DFT3 (Density Functional Theory) 
indicate that graphene is impermeable material. This 
opinion is expressed quite categorically – Graphene 
has been shown to provide an impermeable barrier; its 
surface forms a natural diffusion barrier, and provides 
physical isolation between the metal and the reactant2. 
In some sense, this fact is confi rmed by the results of 
experiments performed on the graphene microdrum4. 
The results indicate a negligible diffusion of He, Ar 
and air, at zero differential pressure on both sides of 
the graphene drumhead. Taking into account the results 
of DFT method, should be considered a very important 
element. The results of this method of calculation relate 
is to the basic state of matter, defi ned as one in which 
power an increase over time is zero, or the Hamiltonian 
of the system is independent in time. Generally, refer 
to relaxed, isolated systems. Hence, among other things, 
many hours of relaxation periods described graphene 
drum4. The presence of isolated systems in nature is 
unlikely and very diffi cult or impossible in theoretical 
description, when Hamiltonian of the system changes 
in time. In such cases, experience is the best descrip-
tion of the phenomenon. In the case of graphene, in 
real CVD (Chemical Vapor Deposition) conditions, 
graphene is no signifi cant diffusion barriers to Li or 
Na atoms5. Graphene oxide, which is under a pressure 
of 100 mbar practically impermeable to He, H, N and 
Ar, is water permeable under low hydrostatic pressure6. 
This phenomenon has been extensively discussed in 
the publication7. The impermeability of the graphene 
has stimulated research into the use of this material 
to protect others from the activities of external factors. 
Commercially reasonable are researches on the creation 
of slight graphene anticorrosion, antioxidant coatings on 
copper. Anticorrosion coating graphene perfectly protect 
copper electrochemical cells8–9. On antioxidant graphene 
coatings opinions are divided. Very good antioxidant 
results of coatings obtained for epitaxial graphene on 
copper are shown in publication10. However, conclusion 
of publication11 indicating the acceleration of oxidation of 
copper, coated with graphene obtained by CVD. These 
disparities have become the impulse to carry out their 

own studies, involving observation of the oxygen migration 
from zones rich in this element to impoverished areas. 
Two groups of experiments were designed. In the fi rst 
group, intentionally oxidized copper surface, had covered 
with slurry: reduced graphene oxide (rGO) in isopropanol 
alcohol. Isopropanol is a very good graphene dispersant 
and graphene impermeable it6. The second group con-
sisted of deoxygenated copper substrate coated with an 
oxygen-rich aqueous solution of graphene oxide (GO). 
An aqueous solution of graphene oxide was obtained 
directly from a chemical process manufacturing it. The 
samples from both groups have been reduced in nitro-
gen atmosphere at identical thermal conditions. Studies 
have been analyzed in a wide range microscopy – from 
optical to high resolution scanning electron microscopy. 
Continuity of graphene coatings were investigated by 
Raman spectroscopy mapping. Oxidative test layers were 
carried out in air atmosphere at the time of 350 h and 
150°C temperature.

EXPERIMENT 

The following basic materials were used in this expe-
riment: 

– polycrystalline, copper foil (M00B), 0.15 mm in thick, 
– aqueous solution of graphene oxide (GO) and 

thermally reduced graphene oxide (rGO) dispersed in 
isopropyl alcohol. Both GO, rGO coming from: Depart-
ment of Chemical Technology/ITME. 

Diagram of the experiment is shown in Figure 1. In 
the fi rst stage of experiment all copper substrates were 
annealed at a temperature of 700°C in nitrogen atmo-
sphere (stage 1 in Fig. 1). Next, part of the substrates 
was oxidized in air at a temperature of 250°C (stage 2 
in Fig. 1). SEM images of copper surfaces, after both 
stages 1 and 2 are shown in Figure 2. Images of both 
surface are completely different. The oxidized copper 
surface is outspreading, consist of granules of copper 
oxide. Granular structure with highly outspreading gra-
ins with diameter of around 200 nm suggests that high 
adhesive forces linked with capillary pressure can be 
expected. Copper with deoxidized surface (Fig. 2b) is a 
set of planes typical for intragranular crystallization and 
steps dislocation in copper grain boundaries. In the third 
stage of the experiment, the prepared copper surfaces 
were covered with graphene oxide slurries. Alcoholic 
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in Figure 3A. Oxidation was unobservable inside the 
contour and the covering of rGO on the surface was 
clearly visible in Raman spectroscopy (Renishaw – InVia 
Raman Microscope) (Fig. 3a). Similar observation of 
the surface of deoxidized copper GO coating (Fig. 3B) 
no showed surface changes, the annealing process after. 
A local Raman spectroscopy analysis did not confi rm 
the presence of any graphene forms in the analyzed 
area. On the other hand, planar analysis of a Raman 
spectrum (Fig. 3a) showed, that graphene oxide discon-
tinuous covered copper. Red color in Fig. 3b represents 
the maximum intensity for the GO coating, while the 
copper substrate is in black. Outside area of map, local 
pink spots of oxidized copper (Cu2O) are visible. Their 
confi rms discontinuously covering copper by graphene 
oxide and is the proof that only GO can be the source 
of oxygen. At the fi nal, fi fth step of this experiment 
both types of the prepared substrates to atmospheric 
oxygen were exposed. The samples were annealed in air 
atmosphere at 150°C for 350 hours, treating this stage 
of the experiment as a test of resistance of graphene 
coatings to copper oxidation.  

RESULTS 

Abrasion and hardness tests were performed for both 
types of copper surface coatings.  The following para-
meters were kept constant in tribological tests (Nano-
tribometr NRT2 – CSM Instrumrnts): an indenter – a 
ball 2 mm in diameter made of 100 Cr6 steel, load of 
100 mN, maximum rubbing speed of 2 cm . s–1. The 
results of wear tests are presented in Table 1, while 
profi lograms of ball traces and the degree of its wear 
can be found in Figure 4. 

The analysis of wear profi lograms, ball geometry and 
numerical results clearly shows the hierarchy of values 
of the friction coeffi cient μ as monotonic: μ(Cu)>μ(Cu/
GO)>μ(Cu/rGO). The sequence of the friction coeffi -
cients in this set proves that the Cu surface, modifi ed  
rGO, had a higher wear resistant. The wear results coin-
cide with the hardness results (Hardness tester – Dura-
Scan 10 Struers), when average hardness values are in a 

solution of rGO was applied onto the surface of oxidized 
copper. The surface of deoxidized copper was covered 
with water solution of GO. When the solvents dried, the 
coatings samples were annealed at 1000°C in nitrogen 
atmosphere. SEM images of dry GO and rGO forms 
(Fig. 3a’, b’) and macro photographs of copper wafers 
the fourth stage after were shown in Figure 3A, B.  

Macroscopic observation of the intentionally oxidized 
surface of copper with a layer of rGO indicated the 
presence of oxidation outside the contour presented 

Figure 1. Diagram presenting the experiment

Figure 2. SEM image of the surface of copper thermal processes 
after: a) oxidation at 250°C. b) reduction of an oxide 
layer in nitrogen atmosphere containing around 1.5 
ppm of oxygen at 1000°C

Figure 3. A) Sample of intentionally oxidized copper with a 
layer of rGO (inside of the outline) after annealing at 
T = 1000°C/N2; B) sample of copper coating by GO 
after identical thermal treatment; a) Raman spectrum 
typical inside of the contour in A); b) map of disconti-
nuities of Raman spectrum for graphene forms in the 
area of the Cu/GO coating marked in B), a’) SEM 
image of rGO, b’) SEM image of GO 
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decreasing sequence 80HV0.01(Cu/rGO)>49HV0.01(Cu/
GO)≥47HV0.01(Cu). 

Using the SEM-EBSD method (Electron BackScatte-
ring Diffraction) the oxidation degree of the prepared 
copper surfaces, exposed for a long time to atmospheric, 
was analyzed. Figure 5 shows binary maps representing 
copper and its oxides: Figure 5a – pure copper, Figu-
re 5b – Cu modifi ed GO, Figure 5c – Cu modifi ed rGO. 
The red color of binary maps represents of pure copper, 
whereas tenorite is marked with green and Cu2O with 
blue. Binary SEM-EBSD black color has been assigned 
to unidentifi ed quality. The percentage of copper and 
its oxides, estimated SEM-EBSD method are collated 
in Table 2. 

The analysis of images and data shown in Figure 5 and 
Table 2 indicated that copper covered with rGO a layer 

is defi nitely more resistant to oxidation than copper 
coated with GO. In addition, no signifi cant differences 
are observed in the composition of oxides, decorating 
the surface of both pure copper and copper covered with 
GO. This means that only rGO coatings Cu get anti-
corrosive surface properties. When seeking mechanism 
explaining high anticorrosive effi ciency of rGO, Cu/rGO 
near-surface layers were studied using high-resolution 
electron microscopy methods (HRTEM). The investiga-
tion into the near-surface areas carried out employing 
various HRTEM techniques revealed the presence of 
a mixture of Cu2O oxides with different orientations. 

Figure 5. SEM images of the copper surface and EBSD maps 
of chemical elements distribution in marked areas 
after oxidation in air atmosphere, lasting 350 hours: 
a) oxygen-pure copper, b) oxygen-pure copper with 
a  layer of GO, (copper was marked with grey, carbon 
with dark grey and oxygen with light grey), c) oxidized 
copper with a layer of rGO

Figure 4. Images of wear traces for the substrate and ball, a – Cu; b – Cu/Cu2O  rGO; c – Cu-GO

Table 1. Results of fi fteen wear tests performed for the samples: a – native copper substrate; b – surface of oxidized copper covered 
with rGO; c – surface of deoxidized copper covered with GO

Figure 6. High-resolution electron microscopy images showing the 
presence of copper oxide and copper (white square) in 
the boundary layer: Cu2O having different orientations 
(SADP); dispersed graphene forms (IFFT, FFT); Cu, 
O, C (EDX) chemical compounds

Table 2. The results of EBSD analysis obtained for the studied 
surfaces
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The following orientations are identifi ed in the SADP 
image in Figure 6: [111] circle 1; [020] circle 2; [202] 
circle 3; [311] circle 4. IFFT and FFT techniques clearly 
indicate the presence of fi ne graphene forms built-in the 
structure of Cu-Cu2O. The presence of carbon in the 
near-surface layer is confi rmed by the EDX HAADF 
fi eld analysis. A similar, complete HRTEM analysis of 
the copper surface covered with GO did not reveal any 
carbon, but only a thick layer of oxides. 

A bright fi brous structure, visible in Figure 6, con-
sisting of dislocation bands in copper. Most probably, 
that these dislocations were propagated in the pristine 
plastic forming of copper foils. A great number of mouth 
dislocation is particularly visible on the copper surface 
covered with rGO. The SEM EDS analysis of mouth 
dislocation on the surface, indicates the predominance 
of pure copper with traces of its oxides (Fig. 7). There 
are no similar mouth dislocation in images of the pure 
copper samples and copper coated with GO. It suggests, 
that rGO built-in into the near-surface layer decreases 
potential of surface energy, facilitating migration of 
dislocations during annealing processes. Perhaps, that 
the movement of dislocations stimulates the transport of 
mass from the near-surface Cu-Cu2O/rGO layer, lifting 
oxides to the surface. 

at 1000°C releases oxygen from structures richer in it to 
areas poor in oxygen. For that probably, deoxidation of 
the Cu2O layer, its structural transformation process with 
rGO and emission of oxygen–depleted layer are obse-
rved. In the case of the GO coating, thermally oxygen 
disengagement from it penetrates the GO structures, 
reducing itself to rGO. The penetrates can be seen as 
copper coating discontinuities. At the same time, oxygen 
is bonded to pure copper and transmitted is to the N2 
atmosphere. As a result, one observes oxidized copper 
areas, which should be treated as discontinuous coatings 
of the native GO layer. The transmission mechanism 
of oxygen through thermally reduced graphene oxide 
as such is one missing link in the diagram presented in 
Figure 8. A planar projection of copper and graphene 
unit cells in a real size scale is presented in Figure 9. 

Figure 8. Diagram presenting the preparation process of the 
studied samples

Figure 7. SEM image and EBSD map of chemical elements 
distribution for inclusions on the surface of copper, 
formed after oxidation (copper was marked with grey, 
carbon with dark grey and oxygen with light grey)

Figure 9. Metrically scaled copper, graphene and oxygen elemen-
tary cells

SUMMARY 

A transport mechanism of oxygen, which transforms 
native rGO coatings on copper – Cu/rGO – into thin 
Cu(Cu2O)rGO layers and leaves Cu/GO coatings as 
discontinuous island centers of thermally reduced 
native GO, arises from the analysis of the research 
works performed.  High-resolution structural HRTEM 
measurements demonstrate it. This hypothesis is confi r-
med by tribological and hardness tests, showing higher 
hardness and wear resistance for the native Cu/rGO, 
coating thermally transformed into the Cu(Cu2O)rGO 
layer. The native Cu/GO coating remains only a set of 
areas of thermally reduced GO, loosely bonded to the 
surface of copper, hence its lower wear resistance and 
hardness for pure copper. The oxygen transport process 
is explained in Figure 8. The diagram assumes an uneven 
amount of oxygen in both graphene oxide forms. It is 
obvious that the fraction of oxygen in GO is higher than 
in the case of thermally reduced graphene oxide rGO – 
O2(GO)>O2(rGO). Comparing oxygen in pure copper 
and oxidized copper is a trivial dependence: O2(Cu2O; 
CuO)>>O2(Cu). In accordance with the essence of 
chemical potentials, the energy of the annealing process 

The diameter of the oxygen atom is smaller than the 
graphene lattice. That is why, the oxygen atom with a 
given kinetic energy can freely penetrate the copper 
cell.  On the other hand, kinetic energy has to be higher 
than the potential barrier of the system of energetical-
ly self-consistent copper and graphene lattices. When 
graphene lattices create an assembly of a few surfaces 
(Fig. 10), the connection boundary of Cu-rGO beco-
mes three-dimensional. The energy of the oxygen atom 
passing through a multi-layer rGO structure has to be 
so high as to overcome the potential of the graphene 
lattice alone. This effect is shown graphically in Figure 
10 as the covering of copper cells achieved by applying 
two graphene layers on top. As consequence, at higher 
temperatures deoxidation of the copper surface covered 
with rGO is possible, whereas at lower temperatures it 
becomes a barrier for oxygen. 
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Figure 10. Diagram presenting the shape of graphene and copper 
lattices – two shifted graphene layers


